COURSE OVERVIEW

This module of the Enterprise Analyzer training shows administrators responsible for Application Portfolio Management deployment how to use a real-world example Application Portfolio Management (APM) scenario to demonstrate the creation of content in Enterprise View. It is designed to be delivered in a workshop format, facilitated by an experienced Enterprise View practitioner and also contains formal technical education materials.

When this workshop is successfully completed, the student will be able to:

- Create Questions and Surveys
- Deliver and respond to Surveys
- Import external metrics
- Create charts and Dashboards to publish data collected

PREREQUISITES

- Familiarity with a Windows environment and using a GUI
- An understanding of the client APM requirements and a familiarity with the client business structure and supporting IT assets
- Knowledge of Industry Standard technical metrics
- Experience with Enterprise Analyzer deployment (useful but not essential)

TOPICS

Enterprise View Workshop covers the following topics:

- Administrative tasks including managing users, tags etc.
- Questions and Questionnaires
- Surveys
- Charts and Dashboards
- External data Import and Export
- Hands-on Workshop discussing customer deployment strategies
COURSE FORMAT / AVAILABILITY

This course is available as a 1 day Instructor Led Training engagement.

INSTRUCTOR LED TRAINING

Duration

▶ 1 Days

Format

▶ Instructor Led Training

How to Order

▶ Contact your Sales Representative
▶ Contact Micro Focus Sales

For additional information please visit: www.microfocus.com/education-services